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THE TRAINING COURSE

Professional French, French for specific needs and objectives

Training course 100% adapted to your language level and 

objectives 

Rapid progress and guaranteed results 

TARGET AUDIENCE

Professionals, business owners, employees, second home 

owners, expats, holiday makers

Anyone looking to improve their French skills

LOCATION In one of our centres or at your place of work, or online 

ORGANISATION

Date, duration and times flexible according to your 

availability 

Individual or group courses available

Intensive or weekly lessons 

PRICE

From 600€

Courses are eligible for CPF and training budgets via 

OPCOs/AGEFICE-FIFPL-CMA

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
Participants should have the CECR level below (eg A1 for an 

A2 course, B1 for a B2 course.....) 



Objectives

Level A2 (Elementary): Improve language skills, increase and broaden vocabulary 

Level B1 (Intermediate): To be able to use the language independently, to have a more 

specific, relevant and targeted vocabulary

Level B2 (Intermediate-Advanced): To be a competent user of the language, to be able to use 

the language spontaneously and instinctively

Level C1 (Advanced): To be able to express yourself in French e�ciently and fluently on 

complex subjects.

What can I expect after my course? 

Evaluation

Course programme 

To progress your language skills 
To be able to converse in French 
To develop listening, reading, speaking and writing skills in French 
To be able to speak with confidence 
To be comfortable using the language in all situations 
To learn ‘real’ French that real people speak

A considerable improvement in your level of French 
To be able to hold a constructive conversation
To be able to communicate fluidly 
To be able to understand French people when they speak to you and be able to reply 
To feel comfortable and confident when speaking French
To be able to recognise and use your language skills and learn to get around any 
obstacles to communication
Your original objectives have been reached

Pre-course valuation & needs analysis
Throughout the course, your teacher will valid your objectives for each lesson using the 
CECR levels
Your tracking document will be shared with you by your teacher and updated after every 
lesson so that you can see your progress and what has been covered at any time 
Satisfaction questionnaire after 5 hours of training to give your teacher the chance to 
adapt your course if necessary
Possibility of adding the CLOE or TOEIC exam at the end of your course (obligatory to use 
your CPF to finance the course) 
Satisfaction questionnaire after the end of the course to evaluate the impact of the 
training on your language level 



Level Programme

A2

Consolidation of A1 syllabus 
Organise a project/plan (speak in the future)  
Learn to sell something (using phrases of sales and marketing) 
Talk about past events, tell a story in the past 
Talk about your skills (CV, job application...) 
Explain a problem and suggest solutions (shall, would, could…in 
French)
Explain procedures and talk about events on a timeline using time 
markers 
Develop telephone techniques and become more confident at 
speaking on the phone (formulas & phrases used on the phone) 
Write emails and messages (spelling, formulating phrases to use in 
emails) 
Other topics on the CECR A2 scale according to objectives

B1

Consolidation of A2 syllabus
Write minutes of a meeting (how to write a report, use reported 
speech, past tenses) 
Sales techniques & dealing with unexpected meetings 
Project management 
Advise, defend, argue (using the conditional tense)
Manage a conflict (use of phrases to calm and negotiate)
Explain complex procedures (how to structure a complex 
conversation) 
Organise and plan work (using future tenses and di�erences)  
Participate in professional events (small talk phrases) 
Other topics on the CECR B1 scale according to objectives

B2

Consolidation of B1 syllabus
Write minutes of a meeting (how to write a report, use reported 
speech, past tenses) 
Negotiate and debate (face to face, by phone, in writing). Use of the 
conditional tenses, di�erences between oral and written language
Work in a team 
Manage human resources (diplomatic vocabulary) 
Deal with complaints using appropriate language 
O�er corrective solutions (phrases to suggest solutions and 
alternatives) 
Write economic reports and reports about the business (using past 
tenses) 
Participate in projects (present, interract, debate) 
Other topics on the CECR B2 scale according to objectives



Teaching and management team 

Disabled students 

C1

Consolidation of B2 syllabus
Focus on speaking fluently and accurately
Improve ability to argue and debate with others 
Master the subtleties of the language in all areas
Master di�erent linguistic styles and use them correctly 
Discover, analyse and solve problems 
Present, discuss, clarify and report, expressing oneself correctly and 
with confidence 
Express oneself accurately in a variety of professional situations: 
analyse, confront, present, insist, justify, conclude, share, elaborate 
Develop a deeper understanding of the language to be able to 
communicate more e�ectively.
Other topics on the CECR C1 scale according to objectives

Language trainers specialised in teaching French as a foreign language 
E-learning platform as an optional extra
Our admin and management team will accompany you throughout your training course

This training course is available for students with a physical or mental disability 
Please contact us for a personalised interview to discuss your requirements


